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Abstract 
 

Financial repression in a developing country is not new to us. The government may take policy for 
financial repression due to easy collection of inflation tax to the stage of economic development. This 
study is concerned to find the positive relationship between financial development and economic growth 
and productivity in the economy of Bangladesh. The research concluded that the financial repression 
has a negative relationship to the economic growth and productivity but the financial development is 
positively to relate the economic growth and productivity in the economy of Bangladesh. This study 
found evidence that the effect of financial repression is positive to the financial development in 
Bangladesh as it was to the high growth period in Japan. But the scenario was different for Latin 
American countries. Transition to the financial development from the stage of financial repression to the 
stage of financial liberalization is found positive to the economic growth and productivity in Bangladesh. 
The rural finance in agro sector is statistically significant at the level of 5% in two tail test and 
contributing financial sector development where the urban finance is still suffering various economic 
distortions to the economic growth and productivity. 
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Introduction 
 
The theory and empirical evidence concluded that the financial repression has a negative 
effect on economic growth. But in developing country financial repression is a general 
phenomenon due to comply with various macroeconomic issues and easy collection of 
government revenue. The economic distortion caused by financial repression in a developing 
country is imperative to measure to the stage of economic development. What government 
will do if the effect of financial repression is negative to the financial development and 
economic growth?. We may say that the financial development is sustainable to the 
economic growth and productivity if the impact of financial repression is not harmful to the 
financial development and economic growth in long run in a country. 
 
In the early stage of economic development, the financial repression of Japan was acutely 
high. Like as many developing countries, Bangladesh economy is also now a days suffering 
for budget deficit and inflation. The government policy maker is keen to repress financial 
sector due to easy collection of inflation tax.  Moreover, it is argued that the government 
needed to impose strict control and regulation of banking system that would give the 
monetary authorities a better control of money supply. 
 
In case of the history of Japanese economy, financial repression was captured the distortion 
of economic growth and accordingly lead the country in a substantial stage of economic and 
financial development during the high growth period of Japan from 1950 to 1973. But the 
growth experience from Latin American countries has been found different from the rest of 
the countries of the world. It is a well known fact that the cross –sectional empirical studies by 
Barrow (1991) and others did not explain that the Latin American experience very well given 
that a regional dummy of this group of countries is statistically negative (Roubini and Sala-i-
Martin-1992). Among many explanations given in the literature of the weaker growth 
performance of Latin America, the systematical financial repression is more convincing 
(Roubini and Sala-i-Martin-1991). 
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The financial development may be drastically effected and accordingly incurred a negative 
growth in the overall economy if the financial repression is not systematic.  Does the example 
of Latin America is prevailing to the low income countries like Bangladesh? Is the financial 
repression is harmful to the sustainable financial development and economic growth in 
Bangladesh, so far? Is the Japanese history of financial development is the stylized fact for 
the financial development from the stage of financial repression to the stage of financial 
liberalization. 
 
To get the answer of this research questions, we have postulated a regression model with the 
substantial evidence of theoretical background and economic literature. This regression 
model concluded that the financial repression is harmful in economic growth, but the 
economic distortion is still plays a positive role to the relationship between financial 
development and economic growth in Bangladesh. This evidence is different as it was 
negative in the case of Latin America (Roubini and Sala-i-Martin-1992). The constant 
coefficient of the regression model as a measure of financial development to the relationship 
between finance and economic growth. We may presume that the relationship between 
finance and economic growth and productivity is positive to the financial development if the 
constant coefficient is positive. The model proved that financial repression and economic 
distortion shall be captured in long run if the financial development is sustainable to the 
economic growth and productivity in the economy of Bangladesh. The history of financial 
development in Japan has the same causal relationship to the stage of economic 
development as it is now in Bangladesh.  
 
Considering the theory (Roubini and Sala-i-Martin-1992) and the empirical evidence of 
Barrow (1991), this paper formulated a diversified econometric model to test the research 
questions to the relationship between sustainable economic growth and financial 
development in Bangladesh economy when government is keen to repress financial sectors. 
Hassan, Khan, Haque (1993) produced a study on financial development and income velocity 
of money in Bangladesh. They found the empirical evidence that inflation and income 
variables affect velocity positively. But they did not produce any study to the relationship 
between financial development and economic growth, as well as productivity. In developing 
countries, financial repression is an important source of government revenue. Alberto 
Giovannini and Martha de Melo (1993) calculated tax revenue from financial repression equal 
to 1.8% of GDP for 22 developing countries over various periods spanning the years from 
1972-87. 
 
The manifold effect of financial repression causes the financial market to be inefficient. 
Negative real return is one of such distortion in the financial market, which was evident in 
Bangladesh market. Srinivasan (1988) documented negative real return on deposits in 
Bangladesh. Following the seminal work of Shaw and McKinnon in 1973, policy makers and 
international agencies accepted financial liberalization as its strategy for financial 
development. Financial development is defined as the extent of modernization of the 
economy through financial intermediation. The effect of financial liberalization is still crucial 
for developing countries if financial development is not sustainable to the relationship 
between finance and economic growth and productivity.  
 
The government has been straggling from budget deficit and accordingly incurred the 
possible economic distortion through inflationary tax in Bangladesh. In this environment, 
there is no alternative. But still there is a question how long the financial repression is harmful 
but sustainable to the economic growth. Say, transition from the financial repression stage to 
the financial liberalization period. This paper concluded the evidence that the financial  
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repression has negative relationship between economic growth and productivity. But the 
relationship between economic growth and financial development is positive to the stage of 
economic development in the economy of Bangladesh. The country has achieved the 
sustainability of economic development through capturing the economic distortions which 
was not found in the economy of Latin America. (Roubini and Sala-i-Martin-1992). But in case 
of Japan the scenario was positive as it is now in Bangladesh.  
 
In this paper, the macro economic impact of financial repression on economic growth and 
productivity has been tasted to find the positive relationship between financial development 
and economic growth and productivity growth. We may take this evidence as a new finding. 
This may help a growing developing country to sustain in long run with a positive trend of 
economic growth-even there are several economic distortions due to various government 
intervention and natural disaster. Unfortunately, Bangladesh has been suffering several 
economic distortions through the natural disaster, like calamity and flood, same as in  
government policy, like high interest rate and high inflation, large size of the government and 
unavoidable corruption etc. These are highly negative for sustaining positive economic 
growth in long run in an economy. The financial sector development and the system stability 
of financial sector has become a key area of global policy makers. Financial sector 
development can spur economic growth whereas the financial instability can significantly 
harm economic growth and cause major disruptions, as we were seen in the financial crises 
of the 1980s and 1990s (World Bank 2001).  
 
The banking sector embarked upon a financial sector reform in the 1990s which primarily 
aimed at entrusting additional powers to the central bank by strengthening the efficiency of its 
instruments. During the period interest rate were liberalized, open market operation was 
activated and attempts were also made to improve governance to the financial sector. Due to 
acute poverty during the early 1980`s, the banking operation emphasized to shift financial 
deepening in the remote and rural areas with a view to strengthening the causality between 
economic growth and financial development. This policy is still should be emphasized to 
improve the rural economic development and stabilize the urban rural migration, and income 
distribution. 
 
The financial intermediations in rural areas are found positive for economic growth but the 
performance of banking sector is still debatable. Access to the credit is one of the key 
constraints in rural finance. The rural finance is heavily based on agricultural production and 
agro based small and medium scale industries. More over, the finance in livestock, 
transportation, fisheries and housing sector are potential and the entrepreneurs appears to 
have projects with high rate of return, yet they are unable to obtain finance or they disappoint 
to take banking loan due to high interest rate and a complex legal and regulatory system. 
 
The government policy is belongs to macro economic stabilization, therefore, the rural sector 
financial intermediation is still under pressure for short term government intervention to 
restrict money supply but, however, our concern is not the short time financial development. 
Since 1980`s, there is a little comprehensive technical research organized in economy of 
Bangladesh for financial development to evaluate the economic reform and financial 
repression. The financial stability and the efficiency of financial development is the key tool of 
sustainable economic growth. Therefore, a comprehensive measure of financial development 
and effective model implication of financial repression is imperative in the economy of 
Bangladesh to promote the sustainable economic growth, improvement of poverty and 
vigorous achievements of millennium development goal. 
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Materials and Methods 
 

The methodology has been divided into four steps. Step-1, we have produced the 
methodology of calculation of productivity growth rates, step-2, panel regression, and step-3, 
the dynamic panel, step-4, methods of GMM estimation to test the econometric models for 
the relationship between economic growth and financial development to the stage of financial 
repression. 
 
Calculation of Productivity Growth 
 

The neoclassical production function have considered in this research. There are no 
secondary data available for capital stock in different regions in Bangladesh. Therefore, the 
capital stock data has been calculated in accordance with the methodology taken by Pann-
World Tables (PWT).  The `Perpetual Inventory Method` is considered here to calculate 
capital stock of different regions in Bangladesh as presumed by PWT. The method is as 
follows:  

 

,,,,1, tiitititi KIKK δ−+=+ ----------------------------------------------(1.) 

Where is the capital stock of each region at the time  is the gross investment at the 

time t of each region

tiK , ,t tiI ,

.i ,δ is the depreciation rate of capital of each region i . Here, the 
depreciation rate has been fixed 7% on real asset as fixed for international comparison by 
PWT.  The assumption is that this production function is common across regions and time. 

αα −= 1
iiii LKAY --------------------------------------------------------------(2) 

Where  denotes output at region and iY i K  and L  stand for physical capital and labor 

respectively. Hence, this formulation is equivalent to TFP andiA α is a capital share. To 
measurement the growth of capital productivity: Prod, has been built on by the above 
production function. To solve the growth rate of productivity, we divide both sides of the 
production function by L , take logs and differentiate with respect to time. There is an 
assumption for international standard for capital shareα =0.3. We have considered this 
assumption for the solution of productivity growth rate of per capita; Prod= Output Growth-
0.3*Capital Growth. 
 
The productivity growth has been calculated on the basis of the benchmark of international 
standard of capital share 30.0=α . The international benchmark has been taken to compare 
the relationship between the capital mobility of global standard and the domestic (single 
country) financial intermediation. After successful calculation of the data of productivity 
growth by the neoclassical growth theory, the empirical model has been considered by cross-
regional time series of panel data, and accordingly, employ dynamic panel techniques to 
estimate the relationship between financial intermediation in compliance with the financial 
repression and economic growth and productivity.  
 
Panel Regression  
 
The regression estimation is produced in two separate estimate techniques. The cross- 
section regression without group dummy variable is produced by OLS. In analyzing dynamic 
panel, generalized least squares (GLS) is adopted. The two regression models are as the 
following: 
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Cross Section Regression without Group Dummy Variables: 

     Basic Model:  
=Υ ti , tititi XX ,,

2
1,

1 εγβ ++′ − -----------------------------------------------------------(1) 

Where,  represents the dependent variable,Y 1X represents a set of lagged explanatory 
variables, these lagged variables used as instruments to control the endogenous problem 
and 2X a contemporaneous explanatory variable,ε  is time-varying error term, and  and  
represents the district and time period, respectively. 

i t

 
Extended Model:  
  

tirtiutitirtiuti FxFxYdFxFxY
,,2,,11,31,,21,,1, γγβββα +++++= −−−  

       tititi VariablesControlINFGSD ,,4,3 )..( εγγ ++++
-------------------- (1)  

In analyzing the panel data, two statistical estimation are commonly used, namely fixed effect 
model and error component model or random effect model. In this paper an error component 
model using GLS is adopted. The estimated region specific effect is not reported into the 
regression result. 
 
Extended Estimated Model: 

 

tirtiutitirtiuti FxFxYdFxFxY
,,2,,11,31,,21,,1, γγβββα +++++= −−−  

                  tirutititi HRHROPTINFGSD ,76,5,4,3 εγγγγγ ++++++ ------------(2) 

           for ;0,;0,....0,;0,,....0: 764321321 ><><> γγγγγγβββα andandY  
 
The hypothesis has tested here .;0: >αY as a proxy of financial sector development. Here 

the hypothesis set ;0, 21 >γγ as the positive relationship between real economic growth and 

finance. Same as the hypothesis set here ;0, 43 <γγ as negative relationship between real 
economic growth and financial repression and economic distortion as per definition of 
variables. The detailed definitions of dependent and explanatory variables are explained in 
data and definition of statistical variables section.  
 
Dynamic Panel  
 
Dynamic Panel without Unobserved Region Effect: Cross region estimation will help us 
determine whether the cross–region variance in economic growth and the sources of growth 
can be explained by variance in the exogenous component of financial intermediary 
development. Unlike GMM panel procedure, such estimation suffers from potential 
endogeneity problems as the relationship between growth and financial development may be 
spurious. For the better findings, the dynamic panel with unobserved group specific effect is 
also taken into consideration. Here, the assumption is whether the unobserved group specific 
effect can produce better result, and can control endogeneity for economic growth and 
financial intermediary development. The equation is as follows: 
  
Basic Model:  

  ------------------------------------------------------(1) tiitititi XXY ,,
21

1,
`

, εµγβ +++= −
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Extended Model: 

 

tirtiutitirtiuti FxFxYdFxFxY
,,2,,11,31,,21,,1, γγβββα +++++= −−−  

  tititi VariablesControlINFGSD ,,4,3 )..( εγγ ++++
------------------------------ (1) 

 
Estimated Extended Model: 

 

tirtiutitirtiuti FxFxYdFxFxY
,,2,,11,31,,21,,1, γγβββα +++++= −−−  

     tiirutititi HRHROPTINFGSD ,76,5,4,3 εµγγγγγ +++++++ ----------------(2) 

 for ;0,;0,....0,;0,,....0: 764321321 ><><> γγγγγγβββα andandY  
 
The Generalized Method of Moment (GMM) is usually used to control for the endogeneity 
arising in panel data models. The first difference GMM estimator, as proposed by Arellano 
and Bond (1991), involves as a first step taking the first difference of the proposed equation 
in order to remove the fixed individual effects from the equation.  Following Beck et al. (2000), 
the estimations have been used by dynamic panel GMM techniques. Besides the cross 
regional variance, we should also know whether changes in financial development over time 
within a region have an effect on economic growth through its various channels. 
  
Methods of GGM Estimation 
 
Hausman and Taylor (1981), Chamberlain (1984), Holtz-Eakin et al. (1990), Arellano and 
Bond (1991), Ahn and Schmidt (1993) and Arellano and Bover (1995) propose the GMM 
estimator. Arellano and Bond (1991) suggest to first difference the regression equation to 
eliminate the country- specific effect, as follows: 

)()()( 1,,
2

1,
2
,

`1
2,1,

1`
1,, −−−−− −+−+−=− titititititititi XXXXyy εεβα ------- (1) 

This procedure solves the first econometric problem, as mentioned above, but introduces a 
correlation between the new error term, ,1,, −− titi εε and the lagged dependent 

variable, when it is included in To address this correlation and 
endogeneity problem, Arellano and Bond(1991) propose using the lagged values of the 
explanatory variables in level as error term,

,2,1, −− − titi yy .1
2,

1
1, −− − titi XX

,ε and the explanatory variables X, where 
are weakly exogenous, so we can use the following moment conditions: ],[ 21 XXX =

.......,3;2......0)]([ 1,,
.

, TtsforXE titisti =≥=− −− εε ----------------------------(2) 
Using these moment conditions, Arellano and Bond (1991) propose a two –step GMM 
estimator. At the first step, the error terms are assumed to be both independent and 
homoskedastic, across specific effect and over time; at the second step, the residuals 
obtained at the first step are used to construct a consistent estimate of the variance-
covariance matrix, thus relaxing the assumptions of independence and homoskedasticity. 
This is referred to as the difference estimator.  
 
This requirement occurs because the regression in levels does not directly eliminate the 
region specific effect. Instead, appropriate instruments must be used to control for region 
specific effects. The estimator uses lagged differences of the explanatory variables as 
instruments.  
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They are valid instruments under the assumption that correlation between µ and 
 level of the explanatory variables is constant over time, such that 

.........]...[][ .
,

.
, qandpallforXEXE iqtiipti µµ ++ = -------------------------------(3) 

 

Under this assumption, there is no correlation between the differences of the explanatory 
variables and the region specific effect. For example, this assumption implies that financial 
intermediary development may be correlated with the region specific effect, but this 
correlation does not change through time. Thus, under this assumption, lagged differences 
are valid instruments for regression in levels, and the moment conditions for the regressions 
in levels are as follows: 

TtsforXXE itististi ,...3;1.....0)]()[ ,
.

1,, ===+− −−− µε ---------------------(4) 
 
The system thus consists of the stacked regressions in differences and levels, with the 
moment conditions in equation (2) and the moment condition (4) respectively. Given that 
lagged levels are used as instruments in the difference regressions, only the most recent 
difference is used as instrument as level regression. Using additional differences would result 
in redundant moment conditions (see Arellano and Bover, 1995).As with the difference 
estimator, the model has been estimated in two step GMM procedures generating consistent 
and efficient estimation. Hausman test has been considered for the time varying instrumental 
variables which is also consistent with the Sargan specification test, Greene(2000).In case of 
growth models, Bond and others (2001), recommended the use of so called System-GMM 
estimator (Blundell and Bond 1998), which uses the information contained in the initial 
conditions to generate efficient estimators when T  is small and variables are highly 
persistent. The basic idea of this estimator is to use lagged first difference of the variables as 
instruments for the equation in levels in combination with the usual approach. However, both 
of the approaches in our estimation are consistent. 
 
Data and Definition of Statistical Variables 
 
In this section, the definition of data and variables are explained in detailed. The control 
variables estimated in regression model have substantial explanation in the regression 
estimations of Beck (2000), Rioja (2004), Barro and Sala-i-Martins`s several papers.  

tiY , = The real per capita growth rate of regional product. Real growth rate of per capita GRP 
is calculated by the Statistical Year Book of Bangladesh, Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, 
Bangladesh. The per capita real GRP growth rate is calculated at constant market price of 
the base year 1984-85. The real GRP growth rate is calculated of 20 former districts which 
are treated at present of 20 administrative regional areas. In Bangladesh, these 20 former 
districts were established during the tenure of Pakistan rule and presently, the most influential 
regional areas for economic activity including sufficient infrastructure in both rural and urban 
areas. 
 

tiTFP ,  = The growth rate of TFP is calculated by the data of GRP of 20 former regions. The 
measurement of productivity growth, prod, has been built on by the neoclassical production 
function. To solve the growth rate of productivity, first L should divide to get per capita 
production. Then, it has to take log transformation and then calculate the time derivative. 
However, there is an assumption for international comparison for capital shareα =0.3. This 
assumption is considered for the solution of productivity growth rate of per capita; 
Prod=Growth-0.3*Capgrowth. 
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Finance ( ): The variable finance has been calculated by the data of  
Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics(SYB), Bangladesh. The variable finance has been 
calculated into two different sectors. The urban finance is defined by   and rural finance 

is defined by . The deposit money in all the banks of 20 former regions is taken to 
calculate the variable finance. The measurement of finance as deposit money bank is a proxy 
of financial intermediation. The regional bank branch is supposed to be permitted to channel 
the money into-inter bank financial adjustment. The deposit money and credit must be 
adjusted by the bank balance sheet. Therefore, any deposit money bank might be a good 
proxy of financial intermediation. Data of private credit are calculated by using the data of 
SYB, Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, and Bangladesh Bank, Bangladesh and the following 
method: 

ru FxandFx ....

uFx

rFx

 

)](_/)(/[)]}1(_/)1()(_/)([*)5.0{( taPtGDPtePtFtePtF −−+   
 

F is per capita deposit money bank of different sub-regions of Bangladesh with urban and 
rural sectors, P_e is the end period CPI ( Consumer Price Index), P_e a is the average 
annual CPI (Consumer Price Index), GDP is per capita real growth of different sub- regions 
with urban and rural sectors,  is representing the time difference. As otherwise, in the 
regression model, the lagged values also added to check the endogeneity problem as well as 
the time difference. In this case, deposit money might be a good predictor to compare the 
finance and sources of growth. Please see Beck (2000).  

t

 

Openness of Trade (OPT): The openness of trade is the sum of real exports and imports and 
non financial services as share of real GDP. The data of openness of trade are calculated by 
using the secondary data of Kea Indicators of Developing Asia and Pacific Countries, ADB. 
There are no secondary data available of real exports and imports of 20 former regional 
areas. Therefore, the openness of trade is taken as equally weighted variables of 20 former 
regions. The openness of trade is a measure of openness to international trade and the level 
of integration with the rest of the world. Openness to the rest of the world provides an 
important channel through which the diffusion of more advanced technology from the rest of 
the world can potentially takes place. 
 

In case of regional analysis, the data of Key Indicators of Developing Asia and Pacific 
Countries, ADB has been considered. The variable openness of trade is taken as equally 
weighted variable into regression estimation. Since this variable is a control variable, the 
finding of the estimation does not suffer but improved the result. In Bangladesh, there is no 
separate regulation of tariff in every region and the firm or business organization can import 
and export from any region. 
 
The government trade regulation supports equally the every region and the diffusion of 
technology from advanced country to developing country has produced positive relationship 
between economic growth and productivity growth. But at the initial stage of development, the 
impact of openness of trade may suffer from competitive market and insufficient technological 
diffusion as well as can be explained by regional specific effect. However, the result may 
differ from country to country. But the overall impact of openness of trade is positive in cross 
country analysis in several researches. Please see Beck (2000), Rioja (2004), Barro and 
Sala-i-Martins`s several papers. 
 

Size of the Government(GSD ): Government size is real general consumption as share of 
real GDP are calculated by using the data of Key Indicators of Developing Asia and Pacific 
Countries, ADB. 
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Inflation Rate ( ) Inflation rate are calculated using average annual CPI data form the 
Key Indicators of Developing Asia and Pacific Countries, ADB. 

INF

 

Human Resource  : The proxy of human resource is calculated by using the secondary 
enrollment data of SYB, Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, Bangladesh as ratio of total 
population. 

)(HR

 

Results and Discussion 
 

The empirical evidence proved that financial repression in the economy of Bangladesh is 
negative. The test of regression analysis has found that about 30 percent of economic 
distortion prevailing in the economy of Bangladesh due to large size of government and 
financial repression. These economic distortions have resulted 1.5 percent negative 
economic growth in every year to the stage of economic and financial development in 
Bangladesh. 
 

But the impact of overall economic growth and financial development are sustainable. The 
coefficient of constant is positive to the economic growth and productivity growth (Table 1 
and Table 2).  For economic growth, cross section evidence of constant coefficient is 0.03298 
and panel is 0.03422 respectively, which is statistically significant at the level of 5% (Table 1). 
The result shows that the size of the government and inflation is negative to the economic 
growth and productivity, which is theoretically acceptable. In case of productivity growth in 
table 2, the result is same. The constant coefficient in cross section and panel are 0.01371 
and 0.01405, respectively. These coefficients are positive and statistically significant at the 
level of 5% in two tail test. In this Table 2, the coefficient of inflation and size of the 
government is negative to the relationship between economic growth and productivity in both 
cross section and panel estimation.  
 

Table 1. Economic growth and financial intermediary development-a dynamic panel 
with unobserved district and time Effect 

 

Description (1) (2) 
Dynamic Techniques Cross-Section  Panel  

Constant: 0.03298 (0.00965)             0.03422 (0.00938) 
Fxu,t–1 -0.00336 (0.00680) -0.00299 (0.00613) 
Fxr,t–1 -0.40788 (0.02817) -0.40841 (0.02532) 
Ydt–1 0.41123 (0.02815) 0.41140 (0.02529) 
Fxu 0.00488 (0.00649) 0.00464 (0.00604) 
Fxr             0.11566 (0.04189) 0.11637 (0.04076) 

GSD  -0.28107 (0.09629) -0.29339 (0.09001) 
INF  -0.02924 (0.06685) -0.02899 (0.05995) 

OPT  0.02373 (0.01189) 0.02322 (0.01079) 
HRu -0.01323 (0.04242) -0.01508 (0.03845) 
HRr 0.03915 (0.02849) 0.04347 (0.02757) 
R2             0.61974             0.61960 

Adj. R2                       59423 - 
Observation: 160 160 

 
Note: The dependent variable is the growth rate of per capita GDP. The private credit is the credit by deposit money 
bank to the private sector divided by GDP. The regression variable Fxu and Fxr are represents private credit in urban 
and rural sectors, respectively. Yd is the real growth rate of per capita GDP. The term t–1 is representing one time 
period lagged variables. Numbers in parentheses are standard error. GSD, OPT, INF and HRu and HRr are 
government size, openness of trade, inflation rate and secondary enrollment ratio of total population of urban and 
rural sectors, respectively.  
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Table 2. Productivity growth and financial intermediary development-a dynamic panel 

with unobserved district and time effect 
 

Description (1) (2) 
Dynamic Techniques Cross-Section  Panel  

Constant: 0.01371 
(0.00772) 

0.01405 
(0.00750) 

1, −tuFx  -0.00228 
(-0.00544) 

-0.00217 
(0.00514) 

1, −trFx  -0.38889 
(0.02254) 

-0.38910 
(0.02125) 

1−tYd  0.39116 
(0.02253) 

0.39126 
(0.02123) 

uFx  0.00643 
(0.00519) 

0.00638 
(0.00496) 

rFx  0.88938 
(0.033529 

0.08832 
(0.03260) 

GSD  -0.20357 
(0.07704) 

-0.23926 
(0.07373) 

INF  -0.14400 
(0.05349) 

-0.14393 
(0.05039) 

OPT  -0.00433 
(0.00952) 

-0.00443 
(0.00900) 

uHR
 

-0.02746 
(0.03394) 

-0.28054 
(0.03211) 

rHR  0.01887 
(0.02279) 

0.19852 
(0.02212) 

2R  0.683233 0.68322 

Adj. 2R  0.66197 - 

Observation: 160 160 
 
Note: The dependent variable is the growth rate of per capita GDP. The private credit is the credit by deposit money 
bank to the private sector divided by GDP. The regression variable Fxu and FXr are represents private credit in urban 
and rural sectors, respectively. Yd is the real growth rate of per capita GDP. The term t – 1 is representing one time 
period lagged variables. Numbers in parentheses are standard error. GSD, OPT, INF and HRu and HRr  are 
government size, openness of trade, inflation rate and secondary enrollment ratio of total population of urban and 
rural sectors, respectively.  
 
The same effect for Latin American countries of financial repression is not prevailing for the 
economic growth and productivity in Bangladesh. The research finding shows that the effect 
of financial repression by inflation tax and increase of the size of government is still 
sustainable for overall economic growth and productivity in the economy of Bangladesh. But 
the scenario of Latin American countries is not positive to sustainable economic 
development.  
 
This research finding concluded that in initial stage of economic development financial 
repression is natural due to implementation of various government policies with a view to 
easy collection of inflation tax. We may treat financial sector as a stage of transition from 
financial repression to the stage of financial liberalization to the stage of sustainable 
economic growth. This economic situation was prevailed in the early stage of high economic 
growth period in Japan as it is now in Bangladesh. Therefore, the government of a 
developing country should consider financial liberalization in accordance with the demand of 
domestic financial development not to match with the demand of financial globalization in the 
early stage of economic development 
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It is also justified for various reasons to adjust with financial repression as it was initiated in 
Japan in high growth period. The financial liberalization is essential for open market financial 
development and a developing country should adjust gradually economic distortions to the 
stage of financial liberalization process. We should be careful to keep the sustainable 
financial repression in the economy of Bangladesh if the financial repression is unavoidable 
in any circumstances to the stage of economic development. We found evidence that the 
finance in rural and accordingly agro sector is statistically significant at the level of 5% in two 
tail test in both cross section and panel estimation. These results are positive to rural growth 
and productivity where the urban sector is suffering various economic distortions due to lack 
of technology and human resource (Table-1 and Table-2). 
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